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Centro Studi e Formazione Villa
Montesca
CSFVM is a non-profit consortium
founded in 2001 in Villa Montesca,
Città di Castello, Italy, which develops
innovative educational initiatives and
offers a broad spectrum of multidisciplinary research expertise and
training activities.
Association for Education and Sustainable Development
AESD is an educational centre based
in Calarasi, Romania. Its main activities
are implementation of courses of formal or informal lifelong education,
building an organized system of consulting, information and training with a
lifelong duration.
The Public Institution Roma Community Centre
RCC, is a non-governmental organization in public benefit based in Vilnius,
Lithuania. Its mission is to contribute to
better living standard of the most vulnerable members of this multiple marginalized ethnos and for better future of
their children.
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Your experience is important to us!
Share it at:
www.montesca.eu/econsultation

“My Beautiful School – a place
where it is possible to be happy”
A Lifelong Learning programme
project

“My Beautiful School – a place where it is possible to be happy” is a Lifelong Learning programme project that aims to overtake prejudices
and cultural barriers which make less successful
the integration of the Roma children in the formal
education through the development of a specific
actualization of the Montessori-Hallgarten didactical approach.
The project intends to promote the actualization
of the Montessori-Hallgarten didactical approach
in order to have a complete scheme of pedagogical set and didactical actions.
This set takes its theoretical basis on the experience of the Montessori educative framework, but
it is re-framed in order to consider the attitude
and the needs of the Roma
children.

1) the background of prejudices
that determines the relationship
(even thought apparently just social) among the Roma groups and
families and “the school” as
meant as a physical and institutional space;

Children should
have freedom to
work on selfchosen tasks in
attractive
environment
specially
designed and
equipped to meet 2) the impact of the ICT techtheir needs.
nologies and also the opportunity

to use these technologies to enhance the interest of the children
towards the education.
The path towards the re-framed method takes into account the experiences done, but evaluates also the potentiality of a participative approach. For this purpose
it was created an online space, E-CONSULTATION,
that gathers ideas, opinions, suggestions, experiences from
experts from all countries as a contribution to the elaboration of the final version of the MBS Method . We invite

you to visit www.montesca.eu/econsultation and
share your experience, or any problem and opportunity
encountered when involving Roma children in educational
activities.

Children are not

The personalization of the
approach will consider also
motivated
two particular phenomena,
toward selfwhose effects can modify the
development and
impact of the didactical acself-teaching.
tions:
capable of, but

VILA MONTESCA, the place where Montessori Hallgarten method was experimented for the first

MARIA MONTESSORI was born on 31 August 1870 at Chiaraville, Italy. She was the first
Italian female to study in medicine at the University of Rome.
She was graduated from Rome University with
Doctor of Medicine and Doctor of surgery degrees.
She stated that the key of solving mental deficiency problems is pedagogical approach rather
than medical approach.
As a physician educator, she developed an educational
method. She emphasized the
method of a system
of materials and
exercises to be utilized by the child in
designated ways for
specific purposes.
ALICE HALLGARTEN was born in New York;
after having spent some years in Germany, she
moved to Roma where developed some charity
activities in San Lorenzo suburb. There, she met
Leopoldo Franchetti that married in 1900 whit
whom founded in 1901 “Scuola della Montesca
and Rovigliano”. The schools are open to the children of country workers. In 1909, she invites Maria
Montessori, giving support for publishing and experimenting her “Method”, strongly based on the
experiences done in Villa Montesca.

